Stages of Change
People involved in organizational change tend to go through a series of stages.
These are set out below. The typical signs of each stage are described as well
as actions an individual can take to improve their capacity to cope.

DENIAL
Signs

Opportunity,
Growth and
New
Directions

Refusal to believe the change is
taking place. Confusion, apathy,
sense of loss, nostalgia for "the
way it was". Changes seen as
having no value. Low morale.

RESISTANCE
Signs
Depression, anxiety,
frustration, anger, blaming,
conflict. Negative attitude,
refusal to cooperate, direct
opposition.

INVOLVEMENT
Signs
Openness and commitment.
Conflict between
organizational and personal
goals resolved. Clear about
future, takes initiative.
Changes seen as a challenge
and opportunity for
improvement.

ADAPTION
Signs
Focus on survival, low risk taking and creativity.
Uncertainty as to how to precede, willingness to learn.
Passive acceptance, begin to make changes in the work
place.

Employees Role in Coping with Change
Employees should be encouraged to take some time to think about where
they are now. The following actions will focus individuals on what they
can do to move forward.
Possible Action - DENIAL
Seek accurate information find out what to expect. Consider
implications, discuss and confront irrational fears and doubts. Actively
examine situation for positive aspects.
Possible Action - RESISTANCE
Express feelings and recognize both good and bad things of past.
Attempt to understand the rationale behind changes. Seek
involvement/input into decisions.
Possible Action - ADAPTION
Confront feeling of powerlessness and seek support and advice. Clarify
new roles and resolve conflicts. Set short term, achievable goals.
Measure progress and reward self.
Possible Action - INVOLVEMENT
Accept the reality and use initiative and take informed risks. Assess own
strengths and weaknesses. Develop personal and other resources. Set
long-term goals. Measure and celebrate success.
A handout similar to the following could be provided to employees to
assist them in taking positive steps to deal with change management.

Managing Change to Achieve Your Goals
Pressure from
the situation for
change






Possible loss of job
Financial commitments
Dissatisfaction with job
Other considerations.









Continued employment
Part time work
Self employment
Retirement
Financial pay outs
Abilities aptitude
Self-esteem.
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Qualifications
Experience
Transferable skills
Family support
Retraining.

A detailed
action plan with
clear first steps
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Knowledge of job market
Job search skills
Appropriate
job
applications skills
Trial job placements.

+



A clear idea of
what you would
like to achieve

+


Personal and
other resources
for change














=
Achievement of
personal goals

